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THIS & THAT
This sounds like a fun event to welcome Fall…..the Cotee
River Bike Fest in New Port Richey, running from Friday,
October 10th till Sunday, October 12th. This year the event
will occupy the whole downtown area plus Sims Park. There
will be both Motorman and Jesse Toller Stunt Shows, a Daisy
Duke Contest, a Full Throttle Bike Show, and a Harley-Davidson
demo ride. This event draws riders from all over the Florida
area and thus provides a bevy of beautiful bikes to show off
or envy! Also lots of noise! Other amusements include a Bikini
Contest (I presume this serves as a nod to the “softer” side in
the midst of the macho machines), a Wing-eating contest (if
the girls in the aforementioned participate in this event, they
won’t need to be concerned with getting spots on their
clothing), and several live bands on two different stages.
Check this site for more info.: www.coteeriverbikefest.org.
Happy Trails to you….
Ruth Eckerd has some great musicians scheduled for
October: Chicago on Oct. 1st; Peter Frampton, Oct. 3rd, and
Pink Floyd, Oct. 8th. If in the mood for funny, Kevin James
ought to fit the bill on Oct. 4th

Many homeowners have noted a new landscaping company
taking care of our community properties. Inquiring minds
want to know: Why the switch? Could one of the board
members or Clyde address this in the next Pelican? It would
be appreciated!
The pool in the main clubhouse area has been a delight! The
aerobics group continues to meet Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday at 10:00am; come over and join us as for no-sweat
exercising!
Lisa is staring up BINGO on Wednesday nights in the main
Clubhouse. Look for details in an accompanying flyer. If there
is a good turn-out, she will schedule it on a weekly basis.
Spooky times are ahead! Note the accompanying flier for
details on a community Halloween Party scheduled for Sunday, October 26th from1:00 till
3:00pm at the KV Clubhouse - games, crafts,
and costumes = FUN!! And yet another option
close to home: SPOOKTACULAR will be held
on Friday, October 17, from 6-8pm at the Harrill
Rec Complex just around the corner from Key
Vista. They’ll have games, candy,
music and a Costume Contest .for children 12
and under. A buck donation is all it’ll cost you.
Call 942-7439 for more info. For older kids (16
and up) who like to be frightened, SCREAM
ACRES should be a draw on October 24th and 25th
at Starkey Wilderness Park from 6:30-9:30pm. The park
will be transformed into eight haunted houses with
spooky trails leading to your destination. $1.00 per visitor.
Additional info needed? Call 942-7439.

Recently we took in a well-done musical comedy with KV
friends at Jimmy Ferraro’s Studio Theatre in New Port Richey.
The play was entitled Coupled, and featured three couples
who sang and danced their way through the themes of love,
friendship, and relationships. They had the audience singing,
laughing, and clapping throughout their performances.
Though you may have missed it, I’d encourage you to look
into other upcoming shows for an enjoyable evening. The
next show will be on weekends from October 17th through
November 16th. Many of us in Key Vista will surely relate to
their take on, AIN’T RETIREMENT GRAND?, which explores
such subjects as early bird specials, the silver cord, exercise,
doctors, HMOs, and more. The performances are on Fridays Our Book Club starts up again this month on Monday,
and Saturdays at 7:30pm and Sundays at 2:00pm. It’s a small October 6th. The discussion will focus on the novel
Defending Jacob by William Landay. All are invited to join in
theater, so get tickets early; they sell out fast!
the discussion (OR just listen!). We meet at the Villas
Clubhouse at 7:00pm. *tp
The Sun Coast Theater, also in
downtown New Port
Richey, is featuring DIXIE
SWIM CLUB as their next
event on October 16,17,
18, 24, 25. 26, 31 and
November 1st and 2nd. The
theme follows five women,
whose friendships began when they were on a college swim
team, as they reunite on their annual August reunion weekend.to recharge their relationships. The Friday and Saturday
performances begin at 8:00pm and the Sunday matinee is
scheduled at 2:30pm.
A warm welcome to Carol Smink who recently moved to our
community, and kudos for saying “yes” to an invitation to fill
the empty seat on the Master’s HOA Board.
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PEACEFUL CO-EXISTING IN PARADISE
by Georgie Watson Boehlen
“Oh, no, Annie,” I shouted to my Cavalier
Spaniel. “Do NOT catch that butterfly.” I yanked back
on her leash to make her sit. She looked at me questioningly as if to say, “Why not?” I could not be too
angry with her. After all, her breed was created by
King Charles, a gazillion years ago, to sleep on the
King and Queen’s beds and catch all the insects that
would bother them while sleeping. That’s why they
are such cuddly critters! Annie’s specialty is moths,
but she does engage in occasional butterfly chasing.
“They are too pretty to eat, I continued. This one
has beautiful black and white striping on it. Let’s see
if we can find out more about it on the internet.”
A few clicks after a Google search, I found the
lovely butterfly. “That butterfly is named a Zebra
Longwing,” I said to my two spaniels, Annie and
Molly, my Springer. “Oh my God”, I exclaimed. “You
almost ate the State Butterfly! I wonder if they would
send out the National Guard to lock you up.” Annie
tilted her head to the right and winked at me as if she
had just played the world’s best joke. Molly just
snored.
Florida is home to over 102 varieties of butterflies. There are six distinct categories: Brush Footed,
Leafwing, Longwing, Milkweed, Snouts, and True
Brushfoots. Their names describe their appearance
or habitat and all start their lives as larvae/caterpillars.
The female lays her eggs in columns, rows, clusters or
singly. After a few weeks, the caterpillars appear and
seem to eat almost everything in sight. They form
cocoons a few weeks later, emerging in their adult
form a few weeks after that. Their diet is varied
depending on the species. It can range from their
ever familiar nectar loving to sap, rotting fruit and
dung.
If one is interested in forming a butterfly garden,
there are several websites available such as
NSiS.org/butterfly. However, just Googling “Florida
Butterflies” will give you all the information you may
ever need. Wouldn’t it be wonderful if everyone
planted such a garden with Florida friendly plants?
Think how colorful and peaceful our co-existence in
paradise could be!

The zebra longwing butterfly (Heliconius charitonius) was
designated the official state butterfly of Florida in 1996.

MANAGER’S CORNER
by Lisa D’Aquisto
Dear Key Vista Residents,
Bingo was a great success, we had a nice turnout.
Winnings were $26 for regular Bingo, and $46 for the jackpot. We now will have Bingo the 2nd and 4th Wednesday
of every month 7:00 to 9:00 starting October 8th, refreshments will be served, and remember the more books we
sell the larger the winnings! I also would like to thank Jim &
Betty Acheson, and Renee Mastrodonato for their assistance, and Paula Ardito for all her suggestions.
The Children’s Halloween Party will be on the 26th of
the month please remember to RSVP. The front gates have
been programmed open, due to the malfunctioning of one
of the censors at the exit gate, we are working on having it
repaired as soon as possible.
Thank you. And how was your month!?!
Your Clubhouse Manager
Lisa D’Aquisto
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NEWBIES by Barb Keegan
Having vacationed for 15 or so years on Anna Marie
Island as renters, we finally became Florida property owners
here in Key Vista. Contributing factors in our decision to purchase were our dog and two cats that always complicated
our choices of a place to rent, and the fact that we have family here. We have also become less and less comfortable in
foreign beds and on those low toilets with low countertops.
The icy walkways up north were the straw that broke the
camel’s back.
We still have family back in Ohio, so we will be
Snowbirds. We have been here for the last two months furnishing our new home; the weather definitely reinforced our
plan to be Snowbirds! Thank goodness for air conditioning,
and our beautiful pools. Yes, pools pleural. We are those
folks that are lucky enough to pay two HOA fees and live
behind the second gate. It took us a few tries to get the
checks to the proper recipient for HOA charges, but we finally got it right. Interestingly, most delivery trucks knew the code
for our gate before we did! Still, I feel very secure here.
We have not signed up for many planned activities yet.
We will do that when we are here for the winter. We have
been greeted and have met many friendly neighbors. Water
aerobics is a great place to meet nice folks, and get a little
exercise along with good conversation.
Having jumped through hoops for Pasco County water,
the rest of our needed utilities and services were easy to
obtain. It was a pleasant surprise to find that we could
arrange for our electric service through All Connect when we
set up our cable. The BMV on Rt. 19 is the most efficient government office we have ever encountered. One can also register to vote there. We had already mailed our voters application, but it was good to know that the registration service was
offered. Our trash collectors are very pleasant and they have
been kind in removing all of our boxes and various wrappings
of furnishings.
So, we are very happy with our new digs, and are settling in nicely with our resident armadillo and tortoise, a few
snakes and some bugs. We love having family around to share
mealtimes and, in general, make our summer move a really
cool experience. We are looking forward to many happy
months in the winter sun.
See you around the neighborhood; or at Zim Zaris for
Tacos; or Rossis for great Italian; or Tarpon or Dunedin; or the
beaches. Love it here!

OPERATION PURPLE
HEARTS OF GOLD
We Sacrificed Together, We’ll Heal Together:
No Limits, No Excuses!
Recently a wounded warrior in our community, Tanner
Kuth, shared with us a project he is undertaking in hopes of
gathering others who have suffered losses. By bringing Gold
Star Families and Wounded Veterans together through sport
and recreation, the group plans to foster an environment of
inspiration and mentorship that will battle the scars left by
war, including post traumatic stress and depression.
Their events will consist of a variety of sporting and
outdoor events including, but not limited to snowboarding/snow skiing (obviously elsewhere!), boating, wakeboarding/sit skiing, sailing, scuba diving, fishing, hunting, and
competing in various fun runs. Events will be funded by
charitable contributions from donors and any available private or corporate sponsors. These activities will take place
in a variety of states determined by the groups’ needs and
expectations. They plan to educate participants on available
benefits that can help them foster positive life engagement,
purpose, and direction.
Tanner has quite a background in the military, with his
last assignment being in Afghanistan. There his vehicle struck
a pressure plate IED; the resulting blast broke his neck, back,
sacrum, and both feet and legs. After a year at Walter Reed
Hospital, he ultimately lost his left leg below the knee and
60% of the vision in his right eye. Since his retirement, Tanner
has become a member of the Wounded Warriors Amputee
Football Team, which travels the country playing former NFL
players in flag football. He is a member of the VETSports
traveling softball team, has spent 5 days cross-country skiing
across a glacier in Iceland, and attained an official Top 35
World ranking in adaptive snowboarding.
Tanner started Operation Purple Hearts of Gold five
years after his injury. Their first event is scheduled for early
November 2014, where a group of wounded vets and Gold
Star family members will run the Tough Mudder obstacle in
Orlando, Florida. If you would like to join Tanner in his project, you can e-mail him at: tanner@operationphg.org , call
him at (808) 782-7790, or read more info on Facebook. To
donate, visit www.operation.org *tp
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MY TRIP TO GERMANY

Passau, Germany

by Monika Kopczynski

(Editor’s Note: Monika Kopczynski has offered to share her experiences of a recent trip to Germany. This is the first part in the series)

We arrived in Passau by train where the ships had anchored.
There were busses to take us to the harbor, but we would have
had to wait at the train station a couple of hours. So we decided to find the ship ourselves, as it was not supposed to be too
far from the train station. We promptly got lost, but after asking a
few good citizens, we did find our way and were really glad to
deposit the luggage on the ship. My sister and I are not exactly
homing pigeons; it does not take much to get us lost. As we had
time left ,we did walk around Passau.
Passau is located in the
southeast corner of Germany
on the Austrian border situated at the confluence of 3
rivers; the Danube, Inn and
Ilz. Passau was part of the
Roman Empire for 400 years.
In 1803 Passau was annexed
into Bavaria. It is one of the
most beautiful cities. The old
town was created by Italian baroque masters in the 17th century. There are enchanting promenades and romantic lanes. The
cathedral houses the largest organ in the world. Sorry to say but
we did not have a chance to hear the organ being played.
Maybe next time.
It felt wonderful just strolling around, sitting in the sidewalk
cafe, and doing a little shopping in the many little tourist shops.
As it was Saturday afternoon, most of the regular shops were
closed for the weekend. This is the case in most of the smaller
towns in Germany. Shops close around 2 PM on Saturday afternoon and will not open until Monday morning.
At 4:30 sharp (German punctually) the ship left Passau. We
(my sister and I) stood on the sundeck and listened to the parting music with a glass of champagne. As the trip was all inclusive,
alcohol and any other drinks were free, even special coffees.
Thus you did not have to worry about the final bill once the
cruise ended.
The ship offered just about every comfort and attraction you
would find on a big cruise liner but on a much smaller scale. It
holds about 188 passengers plus a crew of 50. The other added
specialty the ship offered was that they had bycicles on board
and offered guided bike tours. You could also take a bike and go
on your own tour. We thought hard, but not too long about
going on a bike tour but decided against it. Most of the tours
were extensive and us going alone was out of the question.
Once we were on the way, we all listened to a little speech from
the captain, had some more champagne, got settled in our cabin
and had a very good supper. After a long day we retired to our
cabin. The cabin itself was very spacious and bright, with windows from ceiling to floor it made the room nice and bright. We
did have to throw dice to see who got the bed by the window.
Luck was with me.
Our first destination was Vienna. But before we arrived we
had a lot of fun on deck. To the sound of great Umpapa music,
we were all served a Weisswurst, Pretzel and Draft beer. That

happened at 10 AM in the morning. A Weisswurst is a traditional
Bavarian sausage made out of finely minced veal and fresh pork
bacon and seasoned with parsley, lemon and some other spices.
As the sausage is very perishable (no preservatives) the Weisswurst
is eaten between breakfast and lunch, right after it is made. It is said
that a Weisswurst should not be allowed to hear the church bells at
noon. We made sure our Weisswurst did not hear any bells. The traditional way to eat this sausage is to bite one end of, then suck the
sausage out of its skin. I am sure that is not easy to do and we did
not even try it. Naturally it has been cooked and served hot.
At 2:30 PM sharp we arrived in Vienna. We were excited as it
was our first time in Vienna, the city of classical music and dreams,
where Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Strauss and Brahms either
were born or lived and worked.
The tour we had scheduled was not until the next day so we
decided to venture out ourselves into the city. We really did not
have any plans where to go or what to do, but by meeting a very
nice older couple who lived in Vienna, who probably sensed that
my sister and I were clueless where to go, guided us to the closest
subway station. They told us that the 4th stops would take us to
the middle of Vienna to where the largest cathedral was located The St. Stephans Dome. Inside the cathedral you are absolutely
awed by the richness and grandiosity of this church. It has 18 altars
and 6 chapels inside just to give you an idea how big this church
is. For a fee you can go thru part of the church.
Many of the Austrian and German Royalties are buried in the
church. That does not mean that the entire body is buried there.
Often only the heart of that person was laid to rest in the cathedral,
as the heart was believed to be where the soul lived. The separate
burial of the heart, intestines and the body was a common practice
in midieval times particularly in relation to the funerals of Royalty
and even up to the 1900 it still was done sometimes. The reason
for this was often due to religious beliefs, political reasons or personal preferences. When I heard this historical fact it reminded me
of the song " I Left My Heart in San Francisco").
The St. Stephan Cathedral has two very high towers and if you
wanted a view over Vienna you needed to go up to the top of one
of the towers. The tower we choose is 445 feet tall and I was all for
doing this but with the understanding that we ride the elevator up.
But my dear sister felt like she needed to honor the people who
build this tower by walking the 343 steps up. So we did. Little did
we know that the 343 steps were going up in a continuous tight spiral with no interruption. It was dark and very tight in the tower and
with no hand railings, where at least you could hold on or steady

(continued on pg7)
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(continued from pg 6)
yourself while you are gasping for air. When people are coming
down, you have to squeeze yourself against the wall so they have
room to pass. Coming down is almost worse as these steps are
also very steep and very uneven. It was worth it, but I feel we
should have taken the elevator as we would have been on friendlier terms when we arrived safely on the ground. But we got over
it quickly.
After walking around and doing some more sightseeing, we
noted the cafes were all open so we had a cup of coffee and
some pastry and sat and watched people strolling by, enjoying the
beautiful weather. After that we decided it was time to go back. I
don't remember how we found the subway station but we did.
(There is hope for us). We remembered that after 4 stops we had
to get of the subway as it took 4 stops to get there, but now we
weren't too sure. We had forgotten the name of the station itself

BABYSITTERS,
DOG SITTERS and
HOUSE SITTERS

Maria ...................................................................248-310-4010
Mother of 2, Grandmother of 3
Can babysit or dogsit, infants are fine
8 years experience with Special Education
Shannon, 20 Yrs Old .......................................... .727-277-5653
Experienced, babysitting, pet sitting… references

Tiffany, 19 Yrs Old .............................................. .727-946-8178
Experienced, babysitting, pet sitting… references

Shannon, 13 Yrs Old .......................................... .727 748 5332
Babysitter /child or pet sitter 5-7 dollars hr.
CPR training, references, in Key Vista neighborhood

Samatha Wibirt, 14Yrs Old.........Call Or Text..... .727-247-9058
Baby Sitting & Dog Sitting
CPR Certified
Justin Hessner, 14Yrs Old..........Call Or Text..... .727-859-8820
Experienced Baby Sitter

where we first boarded. But there is always someone you can ask
which we did. A very nice man misunderstood our question, and
send us in the wrong direction. We actually ended up walking all
the way back to where we had started. Oh well. This way we got
to see more of Vienna.
The next day we went sightseeing to another famous place in
Vienna called the "Prater". The "Prater" is a large amusement park
started in the 1800. It is the home of a 212 foot ferris wheel which
was constructed in 1897. It was damaged during WWII but was
rebuilt to its original magnificent structure; it is really something to
see with its 16 plus Gondolas. We did not ride the Ferris wheel as
we were a little skittish about its longevity. I am sure it was safe but
we did not wanted to push our luck.
Our guided tour was very nice. It is hard to remember all the
different buildings and small streets which are pointed out by the
guide. The castle "Hofbrunn" with its beautiful park and gardens
stood out to us. It is so beautiful and so big.The Emperor of Austria
and his wife, the Empress Elizabeth, who was a Bavarian princess
before she married the Emperor Franz Josef, resided in the castle
with their children.
I remember that a movie was made about Elizabeth and Franz
Josef way back in the 1950s. It was such a romantic movie that you
sat in your seat just being swooned by Sissi and Franzl's love story.
But the reality, much to our disappointment, was not true at all. He
loved her, but she was so young and innocent when she married
him that the day after her wedding night she hid from him for 3
days. They lived in different wings of the castle, on opposite ends,
and when he wanted to have a rendezvous with his wife, he
would send his servant with a written note to her. As Emperor, it
was beneath him to walk himself. It probably took the servant 20
minutes to get to her ( if he did not stop on the way) and 20 minutes to return with a note from her, writing that she was indisposed, again. At least somebody got some exercise. So Franzl sat
for 40 minutes or so waiting for an answer. They did manage to
have 4 children but she did not have a very happy marriage and
met death at the hands of a fanatic at the age of 60.
We did end the tour going to one of Vienna's famous Cafe
Houses. The interior was much like it was in the Victorian days. I
could have spent hours in the cafe and with a Vienna Waltz quietly playing we ate the best Apfelstrudel with a mountain of weeping cream. After that we returned to the ship and at SHARP 7PM,
we left Vienna. What a memorable time we had and what a lovely
and charming city Vienna is.
To be continued....

Debbie, Mother of 2, Grandmother of 2 ............. .727-940-3159
House Sits or Dog Sits
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